
MONOLOGUES-  Remember you need to create a 1 ½ minute monologue 

Why use direct address monologues to introduce a character storyline, in a play that 
perhaps has multiple stories and has a message?  

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

TASK – EXPLORING how to find an opening to hook your audience and introduce your 
direct address, character monologue.  

Don’t forget it should link to your ‘intention’ .What do you want the audience to know, 
understand, consider. EG the impact of cyberbullying. 

You can create a long [minute and a half] direct address monologue providing all info and 
background to my character in one big chunk.   

You could split your monologue into sections – covering different days, times. 

You may be able to interlink your monologue with other scenes or narrative within the 
group. 

You could use a combination of verbatim speeches to create a character which has real 
language and rhythm to make it sound more convincing. 

Structure- 

Sometimes giving all information doesn’t grab or intrigue an audience. Sometimes we can 
provide just part of the information to hook them in to listen more. Ideas below- 

• Begin with a text [you may or may not read it out – it could just be your reaction 
afterwards] ‘ No! That’s not what I meant!’ ‘ OK, now I get it..’ 

• Begin – as if you are in the middle of a call or leaving an answerphone message so 
we only hear your side. 

• Begin as if entering your own room/space, shouting offstage to someone – as if it’s 
the end of an argument or reassuring them you’re Ok , so they don’t follow you to 
talk. 

• Begin as if you are pacing up and down or sat wondering if someone will call, email, 
post a comment etc. 

• Could you enter with a letter ? note? Is it to you? Have you intercepted it? Found it? 
Stolen it?  

• E-mail? Snapchat?  
• Writing or reading back a diary entry? Or letter / note you’ve written to someone. 
• Think about how old your character is and their story or issue. What would suit 

them best? 
• How else could receive information to help create a more interesting opening? 

• ? ___________________________________________________________ 
 

• Use of light or music before an entrance / during / as you are finishing, to create 
mood. 
 

• Rather than immediately start talking - Think how you could use / handle a personal 
prop / NVC, to reflect how your character is feeling, build intrigue/  hook them in. 

 



5 Tips for Writing Dramatic Monologues 

 

Before you start writing a dramatic monologue for the first time, it can be helpful 
to find examples of monologues that you find effective. 

1. Start with a compelling opening line. Monologues lack action and 
dialogue, which can leave the audience unengaged. How do you get them 
to pay attention? With a good opening line, a hook. Consider starting your 
monologue with a surprising statement or emotion-packed first line. Your 
first line should get your audience interested in the rest of the monologue 
by leaving them with questions. Could it use a rhetorical question? How 
might it challenge them? Connect with your audience? 
 

2. Present a strong point of view. One of the advantages (and challenges) of 
monologue writing is that monologues present the point of view of a single 
character. This character should have something important to say—if not, 
why are they launching into a monologue? What does this character really 
want? Often, dramatic monologues feature a main character facing a 
dramatic situation, or they might highlight a secondary character who has 
influenced them or is causing a problem. Great monologues show a 
character experiencing a range of emotions while expressing one central 
idea. 

 

3. Develop a storyline. Even though monologues are typically short 
(compared to an entire play), good monologues can show build-up to a 
decisive action, what they are going to do next. They refer to past events. It 

can help you to imagine (and even write down) what would happen to your 
character before and after this scene if your monologue were part of a 
longer piece. 

 

4. Know your parameters If you’re devising/ writing a one-minute and a half 
minute monologue, you should have around 200 words. Time yourself as 
you read your monologue aloud to make sure it’s the right length. 

 

5. Wrap up with parting words. At the end of the monologue, leave your 
audience with something to think about. Perhaps wanting to know more 
about your character and story. What happens next? Experiment with 
different endings until you get the right fit. 

 

 



Example monologues -  a reminder for a T.I.E play about the dangers of poor choices & 

giving into peer pressure. 

See how a professional writer does it- 

 

How does it grab attention? Hook us? 

 

How does it connect with us? 

 

How does it show the character’s dilemma / choices? 

 

How does it communicate ideas/issues? Message? 

 

How does the ending make us want to know more? What happened next? 

 

 

 

 



WRITING A MONOLOGUE (possible planning sheet) 

 

 
Your character – the narrator: 

• who is this character? 

• what is his/her background? 

• what is his/her state of mind? 

• why does he/she want to talk? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The character’s story: 

What is the story he/she has to tell? Eg.: 

• a crime committed against him/her 

• a betrayal 

• a secret 

• something that has changed his/her life 
Write down ten details about this story that the 
character would think important. 
 

 

 
The situation – a setting allowing the narrator 
character to tell that story, eg: 

• a police interrogation 
room/psychiatrist’s consulting room 

• an intensive care ward 

• bedroom 

• waiting room 

• ? 
Write down ten details that would help the audience 
to picture this place. 
 
 
 

 

The intention [message]- What is your monologue 
intended to help the audience understand / consider/ 
reflect on? Link to stimulus 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The structure of the narrator character’s story: 
- Divide the story into sections 
- One efficient way to do this in a very 

short story is by flashback technique: 
1. start near the ending 
2. go back and take us in stages through 

the build up to the ending 
3. return to the ending and finish it off 

with one of these possible endings: 
a) a revelation/decision 
b) a dilemma 
c) a sense of the inevitability that 

something will happen 
 

 

 

 



KEY IDEAS 

You can use these bubbles to write the main points that 

you want to cover in your piece – you can change the 

order / add things / take them away etc. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SCRIPT DRAFT 

Use the lines to write down a draft script – use the margins to write yourself 

stage directions.  

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


